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Department Copy 
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BA 

17.4% BBA 

BCOM 

BCA 

21.7% BSC 

M.COM 

8.7% MFA 

MSc (Psy) 
8.7% 13% 
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Kindly provide your feedback on today's Alumni Session U Copy 
46 responses 

Excellent 

Very good 
30.4% 15.2% Good 

Satisfactory 
Not satisfactory 

47.8% 
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What are your suggestions to enhance the Alumni-College rapport? 
46 responses 

NA 

Good 

Conduct alumni meet frequently 

I suggest for offline meet up 

Please plan a alumni meet soon 

It was good session 

It would be good to enhance the alumni college rapport 

There should be a unit that could attend to international students matters without going to the 
admin office 

Also create a good link to access documents and certificates from the college. 

Everything is perfect 

good enhancement 

everything was essential 

Looking forward for Ofline Alumni (in the college) 

staying in touch every year in various occasions 

If it was in offline it would be great 

More fun interactive activities can be organized 

Don't have an idea 

ack nf Inrraacad Alimni onnanamant hae tn ha taan nara nf 
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No comments 

Nothing 

Providing placement opportunities in college 

Through meeting 

Encourage students 

Providing placement opportunities in college 

U would have invited us to college 

Request for the Research centre 

Continuous session needed 

More meeting 

Face to face Alumni meet 

having a visual meet thrice a year 

Frequent activities to build good rapport 

It's good 

College should stay in contact.. 

No words 

conduct a meeting or Function 

Good 

In the future offline would be better 

Get together 

It was interactive session 
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Builds a strong connection between current students and passed out students it will helpsS each other 

Nothing 

What do you think are the 3 greatest STRENGTHS of SFS College, that facilitate 
student success? 

46 responses 

Friendly and helpful professors, beautiful environment. 

Placement, sports, NCC 

Quality education, healthy environment and campus, freedom to students to participate in any 
event 

NA 

Skill based training 

Good Learning, and Teaching, Campus was Good, Lecturers Communication with students was 

good 

Well discipline, good environment, good education 

Coordination and information 

Professors who boost the strength of students. 

College encourages each and every activity. 

Nice platform for studies. 

Respect, discipline and unity 

self confident 

believe in yourself 

be strong headed person 

*Campus 
*Education 

Professor/lectures 

Communication, Faculties, Knowledge 
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Teachers, Rules, Environment 

Lots of rules, which improved our decipline 
Sports culturals was great 

1.0pportunity to showcase talent 

2.Teacher's support 

3.0pen to innovative ideas 

Discipline 

Co curriculum activities are highly encouraged 

Encourage, Helping the students and providing opportunity 

Motivation And Encouragement 

Knowledge 

scholarship facilities 

Cultural activities 

Sports activities 

Faculties, library and courses 

Education 

Bonding 
Rules 

Scholarship facilites 

Student, lecture, principal 

Transformation 

Excellent moulding 

Out of box think and training 

Teachers 

Internship 

Leadership skills, Confidence building, Assertive skills 

Staff, flexible timing 

Supportive atmosphere, internship, seminar 

Timinis 
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Campus 

environment, rules, teachers 

Principal, professor and students 

Cooperation suggestions and friendly 

Teachers. students.. environment 

Very good 

No words 

Teaching,library.hardworking 

Education,communication good nature 

Infrastructure, environment friendly campus, teachers 

1.Good communication 

2.Smartness 

3.Braveness 

Management, discipline, curriculum 

Good faculty, encouragement, discipline 

Library, teaching, hard work 
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Mention 3 CHALLENGES that the College should overcome? 
46 responses 

NA 

Nothing 

nil 

No comments 

Nothing 

I don't think any 

Skills, and Technics to Crack the Interview 

Ragging in the college 

Equality and quality response to feedback and comments /suggestions 

No comment 

nothing 

fear 

stress 

panic 

* Guiding students 

Providing knowledge apart from Book 
knowledge. 
* Proper response and Maintenance of 
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Academic office 

1.Good placements 

2.Final semester internshiptindustry project) 

Quality education 

Friendly nature 

Involving alumin in devlopment activities 

Facilities as to increase more 

To involving alumni in devlopment activities 

No 

Alumini students must give opportunity to expose the challan 

Negative thinking, compete in the competitive world 

Nil 

More hands on experience should be provide 

To be updated in subject knowledge 

Remove activity and Ilibrary hours for pg 

Excellent knowledge given from college for us 

No words 

Become big college 

Nil. 

1.Research centre 

2.Seek academic advising 

3. Manage your finance 

Placement 

Gond teanhinn infractriurti ira hnndinn hatwaan taarher and etident 
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Kindly suggest 3 ACTIVITIES that SFS College should prioritize, to improve the quality 

of education? 

46 responses 

Nothing 

NA 

Nothing 

Teachers are friendly but sometimes little rude. That's it .. little partiality in btw students 

Real time projects, real time application of computer and how it is implemented 

Competitive success, and Language 

Encourage students 

Reunion virtual meeting 

Measuring the performance of students. 

Still more improving the teaching methods. 

everything good 

should be more innovative like foreign universities 

*Guess lecturing(about different topic around 

corporate world) 
Excel and other essential knowledge 
* Seminar tips and presentation guidelines. 

makina studies more Dractical. makina students Dresent or do a work shoo outside of colleae 
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so that they can improve themselves and over come stage fear, supporting their dream. 

1.The quality of education is good 

Arrange cricket team for girls 

Improvise the placement opportunities 

Friendly nature 

Certificate course 

Swayam course 

Guest lecturer 

Improved for outdoor education interview session 

Swayam course 

Guest lecturer 

Sports 

Students exposure towards higher studies and practical exposure 

Practical sessions 

More internship 

Webinars, conferences, Seminars 

Internship, job opportunity 

V 

giving more practical knowledge in each field, making them take up workshop outside the 

college so that they can over come any challenges, making sure students gets hand on 

experiences for example internship. 

Practical and field work should be involved 

Sume more sport activities 

Conducting internships... educational trip.. 

No 

No words 
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Night classes 

Teachers, infrastructure, more courses 

1.Practice by doing 

2.Teach others 

3.paper presentation 

Interactive sessions, practical exposure 

Smart work, guest lecture, games related to studies 
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Give your Feedback on: (1) The courses offered here at SFS College (2) The placement 

opportunities. Kindly also give your suggestions to improve in these areas 

46 responses 

NA 

Nothing 

Good 

Equal opportunity 

1.excellent 

2. The best...becoz I got placed through college in South indian bank .im grateful for that 

Course was good, Still more companies should come 

Both are good 

It was an excellent experience and opportunity to study in SFS College, having all BA lecturers 

around who have been supportive. 

Placement opportunities should be open to African students also. 

Good communication link should be made b/w students and administrators. 

The courses offered are really good. 

Regarding placement it would be better still more reputed company steps into college 

good 

BCA 

BSC 

BA 

Should have better placement oppportunities 

Should give better teaching in each and every subjects 

1. Good and Appreciatable. 

2. providing good number of companies can 
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be a lot improvement tor piacement 

department 

the courses are all perfect 

2 placement opportunities needs improvisation. 

1 Very good 

2 Placement opportunities needs more attention(Collaboration with companies would 

definitely help) 

Courses is too good 

Placement opportunities are horrible 

All good 

Skill course 

Nothing to inform 

It's going good 

MBA 

Nothing to inform 

No proper placement 

Its fine and should provide more placement offers 

Add more course, improvement is required 

Placement opportunities for psychology 

excellent 

loved the courses offered 

I never tried placement 

M.com 

Very good placement 

No words 
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The placement opportunities 

Good companies but most of the companies which coming for campus placements look for 
low salaried employees (students), it would be better their is world class companies in the 
future 

Students should get confident then only they can pass their interviews...and my suggestion will be paper presentation should be there for all students duration will be 20 minutes because 
they can overcome their stagefear and they will maintain crowdness in future.. 

Courses offered in SFS are good but placements is not that I expected. Our college has to work 
on placement as in campus placement most of the companies were of bpo sector so I'm not 
satisfied. 

Still more cources has to start,. only few are there in pg 

1 
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Is there anything else you would feel to share, for the improvement of the College? 
46 responses 

No 

Nothing 

NA 

Nothing 

nil 

None 

Nothing really...but we are waiting for alumni meet in real not online ...I miss my college day 

my friend my campus my college 

no 

No 

Opportunities for further studies be shared 

No comment 

nothing 

Like other technical universities,It should comprend things in each and every course including 
practicals. 

Good, feels happy and pleasure to be Desalite. 

at etudante to aninu thair tima at cantoan Roraueo thoea dave AIa Arill nauar nat 
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SFS is during great in improving the caliber of students and making them future ready 

Teaching Faculty ,and separate ground for students 

Good 

Internship 

I would like to contribute my knowledge to my juniors 

No words 

Good college 

Expansion of campus 

Overall Im satisfied 
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